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GEF: in favour of humanist modernisation of
companies and organisations
 GEF "Grandes Écoles au Féminin" which includes the alumni
associations of 10 French “grandes écoles”, has made its purpose
since its inception to be :
▬

An observatory of the evolution of the career paths of the
male and female graduates of its schools: 5 surveys
completed since 2003.

▬

An active player which is helping to make things change in
companies and government administrations in relation to
modernisation and above all in relation to the gender-diversity
of their managements and senior managements.

▬

A think tank, first-hand accounts and the sharing of best
practices with political and intellectual leaders and managers:
22 working breakfasts since 2009.

Clarisse Reille
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The 5th GEF survey, "What leaders, male and
female, for tomorrow" has a wider ambition
 Beyond the modernisation of organisations through gender-diversity,
the survey questions graduates*, leaders and entrepreneurs about:

▬

The most important issues for tomorrow's leaders for companies
and organisations.

▬

Their vision of access to power and its exercise today and the
qualities needed tomorrow to be able to meet the challenges.

▬

Their proposals for concrete actions to be implemented to
make things change positively.

* Polytechnique, Centrale, Ponts, Mines, ENA, Sciences Po, HEC, ESSEC, ESCP Europe, INSEAD
Karine Sanouillet
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GEF, 1 consulting firm, 10 partners

 GEF has teamed up with Sociovision Cofremca, providing
expertise in understanding societal change and consulting
services in the strategic management of change.

 This survey is conducted with the support of 10 partner
companies interested in the issue, but which have been given
complete freedom in how it is carried out:
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A vision and recommendations resulting
from 3 types of analysis
Socio-vision
Observatory

GEF interviews with
21 leaders and
entrepreneurs

GEF survey of 4200
graduates from
« grandes écoles »

The evolution of French
aspirations in respect of
leaders and
employment

Leaders seen by
leaders
and entrepreneurs

Major challenges
Leaders
Action plans

What leaders, male and female, for tomorrow?
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4,200 graduates from the 10 GEF grandes écoles
responded to the quantitative phase
 Online consultation of the alumni of the10 GEF “grandes écoles” (Centrale Paris,

ENA, ESCP Europe, ESSEC, HEC, INSEAD, Mines Paris Tech, Polytechnique, Ponts Paris Tech,
Sciences-Po Paris)

 4,200 people completed the self-administered questionnaire on the Internet
between 27 September and 30 October 2011
Gender and Age

Training
In %

49% engineers
43% business
22% senior public administration
(The total is greater than 100%,
since some with multiple degrees)

Position
51% groups > 5000 p.
80% in private sector
All sectors represented
(20% in Industry)

Karine Sanouillet, Hec
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1
1.1

The response by organisations to the
new challenges of civil society
Paradoxes and trends in civil society
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1 - NEW ISSUES, NEW CHALLENGES

3

PARADOX No.1: Rise of autonomy
BUT lower risk taking

“

2008

I feel resourceful,
capable of
undertaking things

2011

61% 65%

“

2007

I like facing up
to challenges

2011

47% 53%

In life, to achieve what I want to achieve,
I'd be willing to take significant risks (strongly agree)
Employees

In %
20
11

Source: Observatoire Sociovision France
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1 - NEW ISSUES, NEW CHALLENGES

2

3

PARADOX No.2: Dictatorship of the immediate,
newness AND increasing demand for meaning

“

2011

2008
When I try something new,
the main thing is that it works quickly

(vs. "I like to spend time so that the result is perfect")

43%

51%

Society today needs a common goal
to which it would be worthwhile devoting onself

+18 pts

20
11
Source: Observatoire Sociovision France
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PARADOX No.3: Challenge of institutions and large
organisations BUT demand for authority
SERVES THE PUBLIC’S
INTERESTS

2000 2011

73

65

Small non-profit associations …

-

60

Large non-profit associations …

-

59

67

58

-

45

The government

54

35

The European institutions

40

34

Large companies

50

33

Major trade unions

39

32

Small political parties

-

25

Large political parties

23

20

Mayors, municipalities

Small businesses
Internet

Source: Observatoire Sociovision France

In a company, it is only normal that the boss should
decide and that everyone should comply

Managerial
staff

Men:
66%
Women: 54%
Total in agreement

20
11
Base: salaried population
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1 - NEW ISSUES, NEW CHALLENGES
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Relativisation of the place of work in favour of
private life for managerial staff and workers alike

“

2011

I really pity those
for whom
work is central to
their life

70%

Employees =
Employees

Men:
Women:

70%
73%

Men
managers

“

My private life
is paramount

Women
managers

81% 69%

Source: Observatoire Sociovision France
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1 - NEW ISSUES, NEW CHALLENGES
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3

These movements are accentuated by the crisis

When do you think this
crisis will end?

15%
2011-2013

35%
Later

40%
It will not stop
ever really

Leading reason to be pessimistic
about the future of the country:

“

Too much power is
given to the financial systems

Source: Observatoire Sociovision France

63%
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1

The response by organisation to the new
challenges of civil society

New challenges for companies and organisations
1.2 seen by schools’ graduates
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The graduates identify 2 major challenges: managing
permanent change and managing contradictions
What do you see as the most important challenges in the future in your company or
organisation?

1
2

The need to know how to constantly reinvent one's
business model
The increasing difficulties in managing the contradictions
between the target to attain and the resources available
The need to decide and implement more and more quickly
New regulatory, technical or environmental requirements
Shareholder pressure, budgetary constraints
The handling of increasingly unpredictable external events
Great problems in retaining talent
The integration into the management of teams which are multidisciplinary, of
various international cultures...
Difficulty managing the human consequences of frequent and intense
restructuring
Continuous adaptation to an organisation / hierarchy
that is complex or contradictory
The new requirements of CSR...
The obligation to control communication
in all types of situations

Basis: 4,200 people
Graduates of grandes écoles
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1 - NEW ISSUES, NEW CHALLENGES
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3

Agreement of the diagnosis between men and
women

The need to constantly
reinvent one's business model

Increasing difficulties in
managing the contradictions
between targets and resources
available

49%

45%

42%

34%

Basis: 4,200 people
Graduates of grandes écoles
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1 - NEW ISSUES, NEW CHALLENGES
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3

Challenges: close-up on particular groups

▐ Women leaders express more difficulty in managing the
contradictions between targets and resources (50%
women leaders vs. 27% men and 38% on average)

▐ Women over 35 are more susceptible to problems
generated by complex organisations (20% women
leaders vs. 16% of men over 35 years old)

▐ Young people are more concerned about keeping talent
(29% vs. 16% over 35 years)

Basis: 4,200 people
Graduates of grandes écoles
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The response by organisations to the
new challenges of civil society

1.3 Ambitious graduates... not at any price
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Graduates ready to take responsibility Women on
the move
Men

89%

Satisfied with their career, women
as much as men

Women

=

89%

Women

Young
men

Young
women

74%

89%

86%

Men

Women

Young
men

Young
women

34%

40%

41%

44%

Men

71%

Think they will be able to move on to
greater responsibilities
68%

37%

89%

Prepared to leave their company
to advance their careers
(mainly for positive reasons: develop,
start a business)

Basis: 4,200 people
Graduates of grandes écoles
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Two brakes: threat to life/work balance,
conflict of values
If you were to take on greater responsibilities, what would hold you back?

Maintaining a good balance
between my work and my private life
Implementing decisions that I do not entirely agree
with,
having to compromise my values or abandon them
Having to decide without all the information required
Having to organise projects that are too complex
Having to decide alone without being able to share
Being confronted with the shareholder's power
Having to dismiss many employees
Having to deal with a serious crisis
(psychosocial risks, industrial accidents ...)
None

Basis: 4,200 people
Graduates of grandes écoles
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2.1

What leaders, male and female, for
tomorrow?
Viewpoints and expectations of graduates and
leaders
Graduates' trust in their leader

20

1

2- WHAT LEADERS FOR TOMORROW?

3

Graduates tend to trust the leader of their
company....
In general, do you trust the leader* of your company or organisation?

33%
Women over 35 years are less
trustful of the leader of their
company or organisation (61% vs.
68% on average)

Basis: 4,200 people
Graduates of grandes écoles
* Leader = Senior Management
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68%
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...but doubt his/her ability to manage long-term
issues and to innovate
Would you say that the leader of your company or organisation:

Takes a consistent line on matters, internally and
externally

Can explain his/her decisions in a simple way

Takes a line with which I agree

Shows him/herself to be fair

Anticipates the long-term impacts of
his/her decisions, knows how to keep on
track
Fosters innovation, creativity, risk-taking
Basis: 3,947 people
Graduates of grandes écoles (all except students)
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Is consistent between what s/he says and does
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And just like the French, graduates are critical in
respect of certain ways in which power is exercised
Currently, there is a questioning of the exercise of power by the leaders and elites in France, and
several reasons are invoked. For you:

Some leaders have
lost the sense of reality

Some leaders perpetuate a "toxic" system in
which collusion dominates
It is wrong to accuse the leaders
of all the wrongs, they are not responsible for
everything
It is the behaviour of a few which creates this
perception, one must not generalise
Basis: 4,200 people
Graduates of grandes écoles
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The leader(s) coopt among
themselves in a closed circle

23

Viewpoints and expectations of graduates and

leaders
2.2 Rising to the top
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What leaders, male and female, for
tomorrow?

24
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Networks: the key to getting to the top
In your opinion, what is effective in becoming a leader today?

Membership of networks, relations
Wanting power
Energy and stamina
Having attended a “grande école”
Making compromises with personal and family life
Successful experiences of success...
The desire to take on increasing amounts of responsibility
A mentor
One's social background
The interest and desire to lead men and women
Competence, expertise
Be capable of cynicism
Have empathy, emotional intelligence
Wanting to earn lots of money

Having successfully carried through a major
transformation "without breakages"
Creativity

Basis: 4,200 people
Graduates of grandes écoles
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Luck, chance, meeting someone at the right time
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2- WHAT LEADERS FOR TOMORROW?
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The key to getting to the top:
close-up on particular groups
▐ Women are even more aware of the efficiency of the
network (80% women vs. 73% men).
▐ They are clearer about the need to compromise with their
private life (41% women vs. 32% men).

▐ 34% of men cite chance, luck, meeting someone at the
right time as a factor in getting to the top (28% of women).

Basis: 4,200 people
Graduates of grandes écoles
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▐ Young women are more aware of the importance of
successful experiences (42% vs. 36% on average) and
compromises with personal life (43% vs. 37% on average).

26
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In fact, a manager's average profile is welldefined...
Your supervisor is...?

A man

19%

53%

A French
école”

“grande

66%

A career in France for
a French company

Basis: 4,200 people
Graduates of grandes écoles
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81%

Your supervisor's training, career path:
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What leaders, male and female, for
tomorrow?
Viewpoints and expectations of graduates and

leaders

Exercising power today: the ideal leader "a reverse
2.3
image" of the current leader?

1

2- WHAT LEADERS FOR TOMORROW?

3

The exercise of power today: maintaining a network,
relaying the shareholder's demands,
knowing how to be tough
In your opinion, what qualities today are actually taken into account to evaluate a
leader's performance?
Maintaining a network of contacts
Planning, appropriating, relaying the shareholder's demands
Knowing how to be tough to achieve one's targets...

Knowing how to communicate... announcing bad news
Knowing how to carry through major change "without breakages"
Knowing how to have the right people around you
Knowing how to motivate, manage one's employees
Know about the products and the field

Knowing how to manage teams of widely different cultures
Knowing how to manage long-term despite short-term pressure
Be visionary
Exemplary conduct internally and externally

Knowing how to create the conditions for innovation
Knowing how to withstand political pressure
Creativity

Basis: 4,200 people
Graduates of grandes écoles
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Knowing how to win over people, being a great speaker
Having business sense, the ability to seize opportunities
Knowing how to manoeuvre, manage
ambiguity
Knowing how to decide, make decisions, make choices
Knowing how to fight, be tenacious
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The expected qualities for exercising power:
preserving the company 's long-term interest,
being able to motivate, being visionary
In this context, in your opinion, what are the main qualities that tomorrow's leader should
ideally have?
Knowing how to manage long-term despite short-term
pressure
Knowing how to motivate, manage one's employees
Be visionary
Knowing how to decide, make decisions, make choices
Exemplary conduct internally and externally
Knowing how to have the right people around you

Knowing how to carry through major change without breakages
Knowing about the products and the field
Knowing how to communicate,... announcing bad news
Knowing how to manage teams of widely different cultures
Showing creativity
Knowing how to withstand political pressure

Knowing how to fight, being tenacious
Maintaining a network of contacts
Planning ahead, appropriating, relaying the shareholder's demands
Knowing how to win over people, being a great speaker
Knowing how to manoeuvre, manage ambiguity
Knowing how to be tough to achieve one's targets...

Basis: 4,200 people
Graduates of grandes
écoles
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Knowing how to create the conditions for innovation
Having business sense, the ability to seize opportunities
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The ideal leader "a reverse image" of the current
leader?
15

25
17
39

21
21

54
50

24

6
5
4

Knowing how to manage long-term...
Knowing how to motivate, manage one's employees
Being visionary
Knowing how to decide, make decisions...
Exemplary behaviour internally and externally
Knowing how to have the right people
around you
Knowing how to create the conditions for
innovation
Business sense / seizing opportunities
Knowing how to carry through major changes

14

Know about the products and the field
Knowing how to communicate,...

7

3
4

Knowing how to manage teams of widely
different cultures
Creativity
Knowing how to withstand political pressure
Knowing how to fight, being tenacious
Maintaining a network of contacts

41

44

32

Planning ahead, appropriating, relaying demands...
Knowing how to win over people, being a
great speaker
Knowing how to manoeuvre, manage
ambiguity
Knowing how to be tough to achieve one's
targets...
Basis: 4,200 people
Graduates of grandes écoles
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Recognised…

6

31
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Seeking out tomorrow's leader

Knowing how to
carry through
major changes
Having business
sense, the ability
to seize
opportunities

10

Knowing how to
preserve the longterm
Knowing how to
motivate,
2
manage one's
employees

1

9

3

8

Knowing how to
7
create the
conditions for Knowing
innovation
how to have
the right
people to
hand

4

6

5

Being Visionary
Knowing how to
decide, make
decisions

Exemplary conduct
both internally and
externally
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Knowing about
the products and
the field

32
32
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Action plans:
proposals by graduates and leaders for
companies and the schools

1

2

3- ACTION PLANS

In the companies: an ethical requirement
To prepare for the renewal of the leaders of tomorrow, what actions do you consider to be
a priority to implement in companies?

Integration of moral/ethical criteria in the way the
leaders are appointed and remunerated
Coaching programmes at key
moments in one's career

© SOCIOVISON 2011-2012 / GRANDES ECOLES AU FÉMININ

Organisation more conducive to parenting
Transparent criteria for the appointment of directors
Acceleration of women acceding to top
management and positions of power
Will to diversify recruitment of management to
profiles other than that of the grandes écoles...
Consideration in the overall assessment of the leaders
of their evaluation by employees
Basis: 4,200 people
Graduates of grandes écoles
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3- ACTION PLANS

In
companies:
close-up on particular groups
▐ Women strongly support the acceleration of genderdiversity of top management positions (priority no.1 for
women directors) (88% vs. 62% men).

▐ Young men are very much further back in
accelerating gender-diversity in top management
(55% vs. 75% on average) and on quotas (25% vs.
41% on average)

▐ Men also want organisations more conducive to
parenting (80% young men, 66% on average of men
over 35 years )

Basis: 4,200 people
Graduates of grandes écoles
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3- ACTION PLANS

More women in top management positions... a very
good idea to make things change
Would you say that the promotion of women to leadership positions is:

A good way to finally bring an end to a certain "cloning" of leaders

A good way of improving the performance of companies

Will not change the qualities and flaws of today's leaders

Basis: 4,200 people
Graduates of grandes écoles
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A good way of making management evolve in the right direction
and the way management teams operate

36
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3- ACTION PLANS

Starting at school, training in management and
managing teams
To prepare for the renewal of the leaders of tomorrow, what actions do you consider to be a
priority to implement in the schools?
Initial training with more emphasis on management,
teamwork
Complete overhaul of the Finance sector, taking into
account the lessons learned from recent crises

Communication training
Greater social diversity in recruitment to grandes écoles
Field experiences of a significant period of time...

Introduction of initiatives which attract more young
women towards engineering schools and scientific
preparatory classes
Basis: 4,200 people
Graduates of grandes écoles
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Conflict management training
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What leaders, male and female, for tomorrow?

The graduates desire a profound change in the way
power is exercised
▌The ways of getting to the top have led to the cloning of leaders
▌Men and women have the same understanding of the issues and changes
needed

▌The leader of the future is the reverse image of the current leader
▌More ethical and human values
▌The leaders of tomorrow will have to mobilise multiple and new qualities

▌More gender-diversity in leadership positions will change companies in the
right direction
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Grandes Écoles au Féminin: the team

Contacts:
Grandesécolesauféminin@gmail.com
Information:
www.grandesecolesaufemnin.net

Thanks
▌ Our 10 partners: Accenture, Allianz, La Caisse des Dépôts, GDF-Suez, Orange, La Poste Group, PernodRicard, PSA Peugeot Citroën, Saint-Gobain, la Société Générale
▌ Participants to the debate: Myriam Maestroni, Cynthia Fleury, Eloïc Peyrache, Henri Giscard d’Estaing
▌ Our alumni associations: AENA, AX, Centrale, ESCP Europe, ESSEC, HEC, INSEAD, Mines ParisTech, Ponts
ParisTech, Sciences Po
▌ The 21 leaders, entrepreneurs and key players who participated in the qualitative phase of the study:
Véronique Bedague Hamilius – City of Paris, Secretary General, Luciano Biondo – PSA, CEO PSA
Slovakia,Jean-Pierre Bouillot – Sanofi Aventis, Philippe Bourguignon - Allianz, Director of customer
relations, Catherine Devin – CSR Mission, Delphine Ernotte - France Télécom Orange, Executive Director
of Orange France, Laurence Laroche – Saint Gobain, Industrial Director Saint-Gobain Packaging, Jean
Pierre Laurent – Renault, CEO Renault Spain, Marie Lloberes – La Poste Group, CEO of mail operations,
Nathalie Mesny – Oxybull Eveil et jeux, CEO, Frédéric Oudea – Société Générale, CEO, Alexandra
Vernoux – Dior, Logistics engineering, Véronique Wallon – RFF, Director of strategy, Yseulys Costes –
1000MERCIS, Jacques-Henri Eyraud – Turf Editions, Elisabeth Laville – Utopies , sustainable development
consulting, Michel de Rovira – Michel et Augustin, Jean-Michel Ricard – Siel Bleu, social solidarity
entrepreneur (Ashoka network), Georgia Garinois – Estée Lauder, SVP Corporate Marketing (New York),
Annie Dulac - Occupational Physician, Nicole Notat - Vigéo
▌ Anne Madelin, Sociovision

▌ Philippe Magnan, GMS Décisionnel
▌ Julie Gaye, Quentin Vivant, Coralie Ménard, Golin Harris, PR and seminar organisation
▌ Sylvie Clavel, press contact
▌ Isabelle Germain, Nouvelles Elles, coaching
▌ Michel Brillie, media training
▌ Fabienne Dupont, Histoires de vies
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